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Due to packet loss and
in the Internet, the transmis
over such an envir
ing issue: Many researchers have been devoted to this
active research area. In the present paper, we develop
a voice-delivering scheme to tackle with the above
problems. To overcome the jitter and packet loss, the
adaptive voice synchronization scheme is constructed
in a feedback configuration. This scheme coiisists of
the following mechanisms: (1) a delay and loss measurement mechanism and (2) a QoS adjustment mechanism. Clearly, voice is a crucial medium for networked multimedia systems. Voice tool is extremely
valuable i n supporting applications such as computer
supported cooperative work (CSCW), Intemet telephony, or multimedia instruction on demand (MID).
Therefore, the results obtained in the present work are
of benefit to many networked multimedia systems.

1. Introduction
The present Internet only offers a point-to-point
best-effort quality of service, which may present
packet delay, delay variation, and packet loss. Much
progress has been made in the last several years. The
first generation voice conferelicing systems, e.g., Nevot [8] and vat [9], were able to deliver good quality
of speech i n the light network load condition. The
second generation voice tools made further improvements, which include ( I ) low bit rate redundancy
packet sending mechanism to overcome packet loss
[5][6][ 121, (2) adaptive playout mechanism to reduce
network jitter [3][7], and (3) inter-media synclironization mechanism [4]. In the mean while, many ccmmercial products for voice transmission over the hternet are available, e.g., I-phone, Cool Talk, and Net
Meeting. However, up to date, these products may
present voice playback difficulties during immediate
network load condition.
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In the present paper, we design a voice tool to be
used over the Internet. The proposed mechanism ncludes a redundant packet sending mechanism, a network monitoring mechanism, and an adaptive playout
scheme. The redundant packet sending mechanism
determines the sending packet from a set of compression packet formats to compensate packet loss. The
network monitoring mechanism serves the purpose of
collecting the present network traffic conditions such
as delay, delay jitter, and packet loss. The informa$on will be used in playout time adjustment. The
adaptive playout mechanism is used to adjust playout
based on the information of network condition. We
enhance the adaptive playout scheme proposed by
Moon et al. [I], which includes packet loss in the ckcision of playout time. Thus, the voice playout quality
can be further improved.

2. System Overview
We briefly state the related components i n our
design as follows:

(1) Speech signaling process
The speech signaling process is a pre-process of
digitized voice transmission. This may include silence
detection, echo. cancellation and automatic gain control elements. The implementation of these elements
can significantly improve the quality of speech over
the network.
(2) Compression and redundant packet generation
To make efficient utilization of network bandwidth, a compression scheme is crucial. Many compression standards are proposed with different computation complexity and compression ratio. To overcome packet loss during transmission, as proposed in
[lo], different compression schemes may be used to
construct a set of packet formats. Then by following
different network conditions, different packet formats
are sent.
( 3 ) Real-time packet transmission

,

We make use of the
primary vehicle to deliver the real-time multimedia
service. Different packet formats are integ
packet and then sent by using RFC1889 [I
receiving end, the time stamp can be extrac
further analysis of network condition.
(4) Delay and loss meas
Delay and loss measurei
sponsible for the determination
talk spurt, network delay, and re
zation. Based on each receiving
nisin updates the network delay
records the corresponding sequence as well as packet
delay within a designed log array.
(5) QoS adjustment mechanism
Based on the information received from the delay
and loss measurement mechanism, the QoS .adjustment mechanism determines the available bandwidth
and selects a packet sending format
policy table. Then, the correspondin
IS seut to the sending end to inform
ing mechanism. At this time,* the mechanism also
computes the playout time of the next talk spurt. If a
packet does not arrive before playout time, we use
duplicate packets to reconstruct those lost packets.

3. Design of Voice Tool
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le of the distribution array. A
counter cozint computes the cumulative value w*q =7
in the distribution array and shifts the curr-delay
pointer as current playout delay which satisfies w*q.
The second packet with a delay of 21ms goes on the
time a packet arrives, the estid. T ~ L I Sthe
, computing result
of the last packet during a talk spurt is the playout
delay time of the following talk spurt.

3.1 Delay and loss measurement mechanism
The delay and loss measurement mechanism
(Fig.2) judges whether the receiving packet is the
starting packet of the next talk spurt, and also judges
the current network delay state, and then judges
whether the system needs to use redundant information of the present packet to reconstruct the lost main
inforinationtof the past packet. If the network delay
state is normal, we refresh the network delay distribution and record the number of the redundant information usage, sequence number, and network delay time
of the current packet into the log array (see Fig.1).
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Fig. 2 delay and loss measurement mechanism
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Fig. 1 On-line delay statistics computation
method
A simple illlistration of playout delay adjustment
based on on-line delay statistic is shown in Fig. 1 [I].
The algorithm collects information from arrival pack-

As Fig 3 presents, the receiving end first judges the
packet to determine if it is the starting packet of a new
talk spurt when it receives the packet. The following
steps as Fig 4(a)(b) presents the details of a packet,
which is a starting talk spurt or not.
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After that, the system updates the network delay
distribution, and records c, s, d,,,,into Log Array.
The delay and loss measurement mechanism
queries the Log Array the sequence number of the last
M) packets. After receiving.5,.,, , the mechanism takes
the sequence number s, of the RTP header of the
packet. After that we can calculate the actual transmission packet number , at the sending end as the
receiving end gets the last receiving w packets when
the receiving end gets packet i. Then we can get the
network loss rate I,, of the recent w packets after leceiving packet i.

a starting packet
of a talk spurt

U
flow chart at the receiving end

Packet of the New
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After that, we can refresh the smoothed loss rate
that represents long-term network loss rate.
I,elaarlt
= (1 - 09 * ',,,,,,,,,h + CP 1,

Then the data part will retum to reconstruction
mechanism to be handled.

Fig. 4(a) flow chart about packet i is not the starting
packet of a new talk spurt
Receiving end receives the incoming packet
with arrival time a,, and gets the timestimp of the
packet (the sending time t,) to calculate the network
delay time of the packet dM.
d = U, -t,
According to the network delay time of the
packet ci,,,., the system checks whether the current
network state is NORMAL or SPIKE.
Then it checks whether to proceed with reconstruction or not. Firstly, if examines whether the ncoming packet i carries the redundant information of
the past packet or not. If the incoming packet i does
not carry the redundant information of the past packet,
set the value of the redundant information usage of the
incoming packet c, to 0. If the incoming packet i carries the redundant information of the past packet, delay
and loss measurement mechanism queries Log Array
about the loss situation of the past packets. According
to the playout time of the current talk spurt, the system
checks if the corresponding main information of the
redundant information of the packet i is lost or not.
Check whether the redundant information of the packet i reconstructs loss information in time to playback
to determine the value of the redundant information
usage of the incoming packet c,.

*

3.1.2 l h e Starting Packet of the New Talk
spurt

Fig. 4(b) flow chart about packet i is the starting
packet of a new talk spurt
After getting cTI, and , we can calculate the
error correction rate e , , and the loss rate after reconstruction Zltl, of the last w packets.
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Then transferring I,,, 11~,,and l,,,,~~J,,l
to QoS aijustment mechanism and the data part will return to
reconstruction mechanism to be handled.

3.2 QoS adjustment mechanism
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According to the loss rate after reconstruction
l,,, and the system allowable loss rate at that network
congestion state Lf1,,,,,we can get the playout percentage 4.

Fig. 5 QoS adjustment mechanism
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Choose the larger between f,, and
to query
the table the corresponding number of redundancy, as
table 2 presents.

Loss Rate

Primary 1 s t
2nd.
Redundancy Redundancy

By the usage of bandwidth and redundant information, the mechanism queries policy table all possible combination satisfying the conditions, it chooses
the combination with maximum MOS value of main
information and redundant information, and then it
sends the policy number to the sending end.
Table 3 policy table
IRediin-(PriniaryI I ”
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IBand-]Policy
,

redundant redundant width
dancy
0
64
1
PCM
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ADPCM 32
2
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Then it recursively queries Log Array the distribution in order to get the playout delay Dq of the
playout percentage q.
After getting Dq , the QoS adjustment mechanism calculates the total end-to-end delay time of the
next talk spurt by the redundant information usage n.

4,= 4,
+ d,,
The packet playout metkod adopts an absolute
time approach, that is, the system determines playout
time of the other arriving packets of the same talk
spurt after the first packet of each talk spurt reaches
the receiving end. If the current network congestion
state is SPIKE, the playout time of the next talk spurt
is the time that the first packet of the next talk spurt
reaches the receiving end. If the current network congestion state is NORMAL, the playout time of the
next talk spurt is Dq if there is no error recovery
mechanism, it is Dq plus dRfif there is error recoveiy
mechanism.
By the playout mode of absolute time approach,
playout time (p,) of the first packet of each talk spurt
is
IF (mode =SPIKE)
PI =a1
ELSE (mode == NORMAL)
PI = t , + 0 , +dRl
playout time of the packets except the first one
of each talk spurt is

P, =PI

range of 1to
achieved.

+t, - t ,
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tool testing from Tamkang Uniat north of Taiwan, to National
Sun Yet-Sen University, which locates at south of
Taiwan, on the Internet. The
the proposed algorithm are as
L=L‘=5 U=LP=25
We made use of 20 ms duration to form a
The results are shown in Fig. 6 for a test
sists of 38,000 packets.
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The common network packet loss rate is around 20%
to 30% the above link (T‘amkang University to Ntional Sun Yet-Sen University). As shown in Fig. 6, it
indicates that the developed QoS adjustment mechanism reduces tlie network packet loss rate QNIJ to
10% (denoted by the dotted line). When the redundant
packet reconstruction scheme operates, the packet loss
rate (/,<,,) decreases to 1% to 2% (denoted by solid
line).

5. Conclusions
It goes without saying that due to packet delay,
delay jitter, and packet loss problems on the Internet,
the transmission of real-time voice over such an environment is a complex and challenging issue. In this
paper, we integrate three mechanisms into a whole.
( 1 ) QoS adjustment mechanism determines the packet
format and information combination strategy by the
collecting information. (2) The adaptive playout
mechanism, which takes packet loss into account,
deals with the voice packet transmission over the
Internet. (3) The redundant information sending
mechanism is used for solving packet loss problem on
the Internet. In our experimental testing on tlie Internet, the proposed voice tool effectively reduces the
packet loss rate from the range of 20 to 30% to the
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